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Brigantia to Britannia
Ribchester Graveyard Excavations 1980

by Kath Buxton and I)ave Hodgkinson

The presence of a stone-built fort and extensive extra-mural
settlement, lying largely beneath the parish church and glebe

lands at Ribchester, Lancashire has been known since the
sixteenth century. The prolonged occupation ofthe fort suggests

that its location was of considerable importance to the security
and management of both the road system, and the economic
infrastructure of the region, which depended upon it.

The recent excavations by Lancaster University Archaeological
Unit have revealed a previously unknown period of activity at

Ribchester, namely a fort with a timber-strapped rampart and

associated defensive ditches, lying to the north of, and cut by,

the later stone fort ditch. It has therefore been suggested that
the early timber fort may have been that associated with the
Agricolan advance of AD 79. However, dendrochronological
and numismatic evidence in particular have raised the possibility

that the first fort at Ribchester was erected prior to this date.

The coin evidence provides a strong basis for this argument;

the percentage of pre-Flavian issues is higher than the pattern

of loss normally associated with a site ofAgricolan foundation,
and the proportion of Flavian coins within the group is

exceptionally high as is the number of coins issued in the reign

of Vespasian. Most of the Vespasian coins were from the first
half of the reign and exhibited little wear, this argues for a loss

date soon after issue and therefore it would not be unreasonable

to ascribe the establishment of the timber fort to the
governorship of Q.Petilius Cerialis AD 7l-7314. This parallels

precisely thepresent date for the establishment of the fort at

Carlisle as AD 72-3,
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The sequence of activity on the site beganwith the construction
ofthe rampart and triple ditch system ofthe timber fort and the
earliest evidence for extra-mural activity. The rampart was
constructed from clalurf stacked on top of two layers of timber
corduroy, much of which was clearly reused from elsewhere.
The southern row of the corduroy consisted of larger timbers
and was interrupted by four massive rectangular post-holes,
containing the remains of timber posts, interpreted as the
foundations of an interval tower. During this phase the rampart
was fronted by a series of three ditches and a palisade; these
were parallel in the western areas ofthe site, but converged to
form a single ditch in the south-eastern corner of the site,
probably indicating the presence of a gate lying immediately
outside the excavated area. The position of a northern gate,
just to the south-east of the site, is further suggested by the
wide metalled road surface which lies north of, and follows the
curve ot, the ditches.

A noticeable build-up of silt in all three original ditches suggests
they remained open for some time. After this, modification of
the defences was undertaken, including the recutting of the
inner ditch and the extension northwards of the rampart, by
laying an additional, third, layer of timber to the north of the
extant corduroy. This extension overlies the fill of the earliest
inner ditch, which necessitated the re-cutting and re-alignment
of the inner ditch to the north of its original position. During
this phase of activity the outer defensive ditch was also
deliberately backfilled and a new road surface laid over it,
presumably replacing the road associated with the earlier
defences. Such modification ofthe defences appears to indicate
either a change in military strategy, or, more likely, a need to
reclaim or redefine the area immediately outside the fort
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defences. This probable space reclamation suggests that at least
part ofthe extra-mural settlement must have been under direct
military control. The strengthening ofthe ramp art andrecutting
of the inner ditch may be directly related to a necessity to
increase the area available for military use outside the fort,
whilst still maintaining a strong defensive system.

To the north ofthis defensive complex and its associated road,
early settlement activity is represented by a series of posts and
pits, apparently relating to timber structures. Indications suggest

the establishment ofthe extra-mural settlement during the first
century and despite a shift offocus, it appears to have existed
throughout the lifetime of the fort.

The timberfort was subsequently demolished. its ditches filled,
and rampart levelled before rebuilding in stone. The demolition
and slighting of the timber fort and its defences appears to
have taken place in the early to mid-second century. A denarius
dated to ADll7, (early Hadrianic), gives a "terminus post
quem" for the demolition of the timber fort and inscriptions
indicate that the stone fort was certainly in existence by ADl6l/
9 although precise dating of these events will require more
research.

Before demolition of the timber fort, a substantial ditch with
'Punic' profile was dug outside the original defensive system
of the timber fort; the upcast from this ditch could be clearly
seen below the subsequent demolition horizons. The life of
this ditch must have been very short; there was apparently no

subsidence of its sand-cut sides and the fill is clearly not the
result of natural depositional processes, as it comprises mixed
organic rubbish and manure, apparently deposited after swift
and deliberate backfilling. It is possible that the presence of
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this short- lived 'Punic' ditch between the fort and the extra-
mural settlement, apparently dug during a period of major
refurbishment between tim6er- and stone-built phases of the
fort, might represent the delineation of a fort terriorium during
the vulnerable period of reconstruction.

Preliminary evaluation of the material from this ditch suggests
it contains a large amount ofworked timber and military debris
in the form of leather and copper alloy, possibly derived fpom
the demolition of the timber fort, and any temporary
accommodation used during the reconstruction phase. A large
number of tent pegs were recovered from the site, these display
variation in both form and manufacturing technique. In addition
to these leather tent fragments, many of them substantial
elements of tent panels, often with one or more original
dimensions complete and numerous repair and reinforcement
patches present. These artefacts may represent the residue of a
period of equipment refurbishing and repair immediately
following the completion of the stone-built fort, during the
construction ofwhich, the builders, whether the normal garrison
or imported specialists, may well have been housed in tents.

The stone fort was constructed to the south ofthe timber fort,
its outer ditch cutting the previous rampart. A large timber
structure was erected in the area previously occupied by the
defences of the timber fort, but lying to the north of the new
fort. The general lack of activity in the area above the filled
ditches of the timber fort, apart from the recently excavated
timber structure and its few associated features possibly
representing a military fabrica, has led to the suggestion that a
30m cordon sanitaire was maintained around the stone fort.

The timber building clearly demonstrates the use oftwo, quite
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different, construction techniques. The frame of the southern
end, and the internal partition, were constructed by placing the
bases of square-ended posts against the sides of foundation
trenches, which were then backfilled, whilst the northern end

ofthe building, constructed on top ofthe soft organic fill of the
'Punic' ditch, required a different method. Several large beams

along with weather boarding survive. The two major beams

met at the north-west corner in a lap-joint, with mortice for a

corner post, and formed the foundations for the building in this
area. This foundation appeared to have slumped into the soft
ditch fill and was supported by smaller cross timbers and large
stones rammed between the major timbers, presumably to
alleviate the efFects of subsidence. Lyng parallel to the northern
wall of the structure was a timber drain, this was cut through
the fill ofthe punic ditch. Greenwood uprights held thin planking
in place to form the sides of the drain, these planks were kept
in position using stretchers, the entire drain structure was
covered with a wattle cover. Internally the structure appears

to have contained a number ofindustrial-type hearths ofvaried
construction. Some were clearly short-lived while others
demonstrate several phases ofrebuilding or repair, it is therefore
possible to suggest that the general purpose of the building
remained unchanged.

Other than in London such excellent preservation of Roman
timber is uncommon in Britain. The present Study of the wood
from Ribchester has suggested that the techniques in use at
Ribchester in the first and second centuries AD, are often more
closely related to prehistoric techniques than to those
traditionally associated with the Romans, although the
structures themselves are Roman in character.

The well organised and possibly large scale nature of the
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industrial activity undertaken within the timber structure
suggests the presence of an external military fabrica at
Ribchester, under the direct control of the fort, rare in Britain,
but a not infrequent occurrence in contemporary or earlier
Continental forts. The presence at Ribchester of this possible

extra-mural military fabrica bears major implications for the
relationship between fort and settlement. It clearly raises
questions concerning the nature of the relationship between
the Roman military authorities and the native labour, and the
ability or willingness of the inhabitants of the extra-mural
settlement to service the requirements ofthe fort or vice versa,
particularly when viewed with regard to the defended settlement
and enhanced status frequently attributed to Ribchester.

The period of industrial activity associated with the stone fort
and external fabrica appears to have coincided with the first
stone buildings within the extra-mural settlement. The zone of
industrial activity appears to have been bounded to the north
by a major east-west road. Built up over a substantial period of
time, it forms an east-west boundary to the southern edge of
the stone built phases of the extra-mural settlement and is
presumably the road that links Ribchester to Kirkham, on the
Fylde.

The evolution ofthe relationship between fort and extra-mural
settlement is of great importance to an understanding of the
process of Romanisation. The ability to perceive a defined
spatial difference between the fort and extra-mural areas raises

the possibility that there might be significant, and repeatable,

differences in the artefact assemblages from the different sectors.

Work on the leather assemblage has shown that apart from one

child's shoe there is a marked absence of carbatinae (soft,
strappy, leather shoes). This is especially significant since it
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has been suggested that this shoe-type is more closely associated

with the cMlian non-Romanised population, particularly in the
first and earlier second centuries. This emphasis on military
personal equipment and clothing is enhanced by the number of
soldierly accoutrements recovered from the site, such as a small

dagger sheath, three, or four, possible document bags, and a

number of possible shield cover fragments. The leather and

copper alloy assemblages in particular are very specifically
cavalry orientated, with specialised objects, including a number
of saddle cover elements, a fragment of the inner lining of a
decorated chamfron, a large number of leather straps and
associated copper alloy and iron strap endings and junctions
and two leather tassels.

The conclusions drawn from the material assemblage can be

reinforced by study ofthe technological and paleoenvironmental

assemblages. It is clear, from a preliminary scan, that the
associated faunal assemblage appears to be unusually rich in
horse and dog remains and the environmental samples may well
contain evidence oflfrom horse fodder such as pieces ofgrass
stem and leaf,, seeds and hay and horse parasites.
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